Andrew was diagnosed with cancer at Rutgers CINJ Chair in Pediatric Hematology & Oncology.

$1.5 million to fund the Rutgers CINJ - Embrace Kids Foundation Endowed Chair in Pediatric Hematology & Oncology for child life, counseling and the David E. Zullo Endowed Chair in Hematology & Oncology.

$4 million in gifts to Rutgers Biomedical Health Sciences in support of Emergency Financial Assistance to Families.

$4 million in direct Emergency Financial Assistance to Families.

Ella and Sadie became friends during chemotherapy.

Joey and his sister love seeing their friend AJ at hospital.

We Support the Whole Family

For our three decades, Embrace Kids Foundation have been helping families face the challenges of children’s disease.

When a child experiences emergency, everyone that child affected. From the child’s health to his/her family’s physical, mental, and emotional needs, everyone is impacted.

For families facing an emergency, this can be an overwhelming and anxious time. The Embrace Kids Foundation is here to help.

We support\ the whole family.

We Support Cancer and Blood Disorders

Embrace Kids Foundation has exceeded our highest hopes.

Three families each year receive more than $250,000 in support of the hospital's treatment and supportive services.

We deliver hope and care to children and families as they face cancer and other medical challenges.

We support patients and families at all stages of treatment and provide relief when they need it most.

In addition to supporting families affected by cancer or blood disorders, the Embrace Kids Foundation provides direct support to children and families during all stages of treatment.

We are here to support families during their child’s hospitalization.

Since 2014, Embrace Kids Foundation has awarded more than $3 million in emergency support grants.

Emergency grants were the single most common need of families seeking assistance.

We Support Expanded Missions

Ella and Sadie became friends during chemotherapy.

Joey and his sister love seeing their friend AJ at hospital.

We Support Uplifting Experiences

We support uplifting experiences for the family, so they can create sweet memories in the hospital.

Impact Over 32 Years

$3 million in direct Emergency Financial Assistance to Families.

$3 million in Muhammad Mercury, Induction Training and Scholarship for Families.

$0.5 million in Family Services, Emergency Supples, Hospitality, Parking & $.

$0.5 million in gifts to Rutgers Presbyterian Health Sciences in support of Pediatric Hematology & Oncology for the research and social services.

$0.5 million in grants to CRPS/Rutgers Biomedical Health Sciences in support of Pediatric Hematology & Oncology.

$0.5 million in support to the research facilities of the Embrace Kids Foundation.

$0.5 million in gifts to support the John and Margaret C. Johnson Family Research Center.

$0.5 million in gifts to support the research facilities of the Embrace Kids Foundation.

$0.5 million in gifts to support the research facilities of the Embrace Kids Foundation.

$0.5 million in gifts to support the research facilities of the Embrace Kids Foundation.

$0.5 million in gifts to support the research facilities of the Embrace Kids Foundation.

$0.5 million in gifts to support the research facilities of the Embrace Kids Foundation.